Worcester Polytechnic Institute
London HUA Project Center: Experiential Learning
E1, 2018
Instructors: Dr Esther Boucher-Yip (efboucher@wpi.edu) and Dr David Spanagel (spanagel@wpi.edu)
Description:
Experiential learning means learning from experience or learning by doing. Experiential education
immerses learners in an experience and then encourages reflection about the experience to develop new
skills, new attitudes, or new ways of thinking. This course is structured in a self-directed manner in which
students first select a humanities and arts (HUA) topic, explore and experience London, then engage in
self-reflection and self-evaluation of their learning.
Course objectives:
By the end of the course, students should be able to:
• Purposefully engage in becoming an active, aware, and critical learner.
• Develop skills in critical thinking and reflective writing.
• Recognize and clarify connections between prior knowledge (what you already know) with the
immersive experience (what you are learning).
Assignments:
1. Weekly reflections are due on Sundays 11:59am on Canvas (review handout and exercises we
discussed in D-term HU2900).
While a variety of excursions are planned for your learning experience in London, you are encouraged to seek
out activities, events, and places to meet your learning goals. Your reflective writing must relate to your
experience in London, but the exact focus and emphasis is for you to determine. Planned excursions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Westminster Abbey: Monday May 7
Tower of London: Monday May 7
St Paul's Cathedral (five students each group): Tue-Fri May 8-11
Bus tour of Bath, Lacock, and Stonehenge: Tuesday May 22
Globe: Hamlet Thursday May 31
Hampton Court: Wednesday June 6
Windsor Castle: Monday June 11

There are no planned excursions during Week 2 (May 14 – May 18). You are strongly encouraged to plan
appropriate visits and experiences for your focus area (art, history, music etc.) in pairs or in small groups.
See Canvas for suggested activities.
2. A final Experiential Learning Portfolio is due on June 13, 11:59am on Canvas
What is a learning portfolio?
Learning portfolios are distinguished from standard professional portfolios through their inclusion of a
reflection component. It therefore becomes more than just “a showcase of student materials,” and instead
becomes a “purposefully designed collection connected by carefully thought out structured student
reflections.” The readings (including Londoners and London: A History), excursions, and your own
exploration of London should all be thought of as resources that will help you complete your learning
portfolio. Components that should be included in your portfolio:

•
•
•
•
•

What were your learning goals in London?
How did you meet those goals?
How has your experience enhanced your interest in a focus area of your choosing (Art, History,
Music, English etc.) and knowledge about London?
What difference has experiential learning made in your life?
How do you want to be assessed?

Assessment
The following guidelines describe how we will evaluate your work:
A: This grade denotes excellent work that attains all of the learning goals and learning outcomes. The
product and process of this work meet all of the expectations and exceed them in several areas.
B: This grade denotes consistently good work that attains the learning goals and learning outcomes. The
product and process of this work meet but generally do not exceed all of the expectations.
C: This grade denotes acceptable work that partially attains learning goals and learning outcomes. The
product and process of this work meet some but not all expectations.
NR: This grade denotes work that did not attain the learning goals or learning outcomes and is insufficient
for registered credit. Both product and process were inconsistent with acceptable project work at WPI
as outlined above.
NAC: This grade is reserved for performance that is unacceptable. It might mean that a student’s
performance (or lack of it) has seriously impeded progress, or it has embarrassed the group, a project
sponsor, or WPI. Note that this grade remains on the transcript.
Plagiarism
Plagiarism is defined as submitting another person’s work as one’s own without proper acknowledgement
or using the words or ideas of others without crediting the source of those words or ideas. In other words,
your assignments have to be original products of your own thinking and imagination. All borrowed
material needs to be attributed to your source. Please refer to your student handbook for WPI policies on
plagiarism. ANY instance of plagiarism in this course will result in an N/A grade and will be reported to
the Dean.
Canvas
All assignments are to be summited on Canvas. We will return all students’ work with feedback via
Canvas as well. There are many resources available on Canvas to support your writing and learning in this
course, so be familiar with the site and please check our posts regularly.
Handout and exercises on reflective thinking and writing discussed in D-term (HU2900)
Reflection is:
! a form of personal response to experiences, situations, events or new information.
! a 'processing' phase where thinking and learning take place.
There is neither a right nor a wrong way of reflective thinking, there are just questions to explore.
Reflective thinking process starts with you. Before you can begin to assess the words and ideas of others,
you need to pause and identify and examine your own thoughts. Doing this involves revisiting your prior
experience and knowledge of the topic you are exploring. It also involves considering how and why you
think the way you do. The examination of your beliefs, values, attitudes and assumptions forms the
foundation of your understanding. Reflective thinking demands that you recognize that you bring
valuable knowledge to every experience. It helps you therefore to recognize and clarify the important
connections between what you already know and what you are learning. It is a way of helping you to
become an active, aware and critical learner.

What is reflective writing?
Reflective writing is:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

your response to experiences, opinions, events or new information
your response to thoughts and feelings
a way of thinking to explore your learning
an opportunity to gain self-knowledge
a way to achieve clarity and better understanding of what you are learning
a chance to develop and reinforce writing skills
a way of making meaning out of what you study

Reflective writing is not:
!
!
!
!
!
!

just conveying information, instruction or argument
pure description, though there may be descriptive elements
straightforward decision or judgement (e.g. about whether something is right or wrong, good or bad)
simple problem-solving
a summary of course notes
a standard university essay

Practicing reflective writing:
• Be aware of the purpose of your reflective writing and state if it is appropriate.
• Reflective writing requires practice and constant standing back from oneself.
• Practice reflecting writing on the same event /incident through different people’s viewpoints and
disciplines.
• Deepen your reflection / reflective writing with the help of others through discussing issues with
individuals and groups, getting the points of others.
• Try to develop your reflective writing to include the ethical, moral, historical and socio-political
contexts
where these are relevant.

Exercise in Reflective Writing – 1
Read the following three accounts of a presentation at a team meeting in the workplace by 22-year old
after graduating. The accounts of the same event are written at three different levels of reflection. Read
the accounts consider how they are written.
The Presentation
A) I had to take an agenda item to the weekly team meeting in my third week of working at PIGG PLC. I
had to talk about the project that I am on (creating a new database for the management information
system). I had done a presentation before and then I relied on my acting skills. Despite the acting, I spent
quite a bit of time preparing it in the way that I have seen others make similar presentations. The
presentation at the last team meeting, given by my colleague, went well – she used Power Point and I
decided to use it. I decided that a good presentation comes from good planning and having all the figures
that anyone might request so I spent a long time in the preparation and I went in feeling confident.
However, I became nervous when I realized they were all waiting for me to speak and my nerves made
my voice wobble. I did not know how to stop it. Early on, I noticed that people seemed not to understand
what I was saying despite the Power Point. Using PowerPoint meant that people received my presentation
both through what I was saying and what I had prepared on the slides. In a way that meant they got it
twice but I noticed that Mrs Shaw (my boss) repeated bits of what I had said several times and once or
twice answered questions for me. This made me feel uncomfortable. I felt it was quite patronizing and I
was upset. Later my colleagues said that she always does it. I was disappointed that my presentation did

not seem to have gone well. I thought about the presentation for several days and then talked with Mrs
Shaw about the presentation (there was no one else). She gave me a list of points for improvement next
time. They included:
- putting less on Power Point;
- talking more slowly;
- calming myself down in some way
I also have to write down the figures in a different way so that they can be understood better. She
suggested that I should do a presentation to several of the team sometime next week so that I can improve
my performance.
B) I had to take an agenda item to the weekly team meeting in my third week of working at PIGG PLC. I
had to talk about the project that I am on. I am creating a new database for the management information
system. I had given a presentation before and that time I relied on my acting skills. I did realize that there
were considerable differences between then and now, particularly in the situation (it was only fellow
students and my tutor before). I was confident but I did spend quite a bit of time preparing. Because
everyone else here uses Power Point, I felt I had better use it – though I realized that it was not for the
best reasons. I also prepared lots of figures so that I could answer questions. I thought, at that stage, that
any questions would involve requests for data. When I think back on the preparation that I did, I realize
that I was desperately trying to prove that I could make presentation as well as my colleague, who did the
last one. I wanted to impress everyone. I had not realized there was so much to learn about presenting,
and how much I needed to know about Power Point to use it properly. When I set up the presentation in
the meeting I tried to be calm but it did not work out. Early on the Power Point went wrong and I began to
panic. Trying to pretend that I was cool and confident made the situation worse because I did not admit
my difficulties and ask for help. The more I spoke, the more my voice went wobbly. I realized, from the
kinds of questions that the others asked, that they did not understand what I was saying. They were asking
for clarification – not the figures. I felt worse when Mrs Shaw, my boss, started to answer questions for
me. I felt flustered and even less able to cope. As a result of this poor presentation, my self-esteem is low
at work now. I had thought I was doing all right in the company. After a few days, I went to see Mrs
Shaw and we talked it over. I still feel that her interventions did not help me. Interestingly several of my
colleagues commented that she always does that. It was probably her behavior, more than anything else,
that damaged my poise. Partly through talking over the presentation and the things that went wrong (but
not, of course, her interventions), I can see several areas that I could get better. I need to know more about
using Power Point – and to practice with it. I recognize, also, that my old acting skills might have given
me initial confidence, but I needed more than a clear voice, especially when I lost my way with Power
Point. Relying on a mass of figures was not right either. It was not figures they wanted. In retrospect, I
could have put the figures on a handout. I am hoping to have a chance to try with a presentation,
practicing with some of the team.
C) I am writing this back in my office. It all happened 2 days ago. Three weeks after I started at PIGG
PLC had to take an agenda item to the team meeting. I was required to report on my progress in the
project on which I am working. I am developing a new database for the management information system
of the company. I was immediately worried. I was scared about not saying the right things and not being
able to answer questions properly. I did a presentation in my course at university and felt the same about
it initially. I was thinking then, like this time, I could use my acting skills. Both times that was helpful in
maintaining my confidence at first, at least. Though the fact that I was all right last time through the
whole presentation may not have helped me this time! I decided to use Power Point. I was not very easy
about its use because I have seen it go wrong so often. However, I have not seen anyone else give a
presentation here without using it - and learning to use Power Point would be valuable. I was not sure,
when it came to the session, whether I really knew enough about running Power Point. (How do you
know when you know enough about something? – dummy runs, I suppose, but I couldn’t get the laptop
when I wanted it). When it came to the presentation, I really wanted to do it well – as well as the
presentations were done the week before. Maybe I wanted too much to do well. Previous presentations
have been interesting, informative and clear and I thought the handouts from them were good (I noticed
that the best gave enough but not too much information). In the event, the session was a disaster and has
left me feeling uncomfortable in my work and I even worry about it at home. I need to think about why a
simple presentation could have such an effect on me. The Power Point went wrong (I think I clicked on

the wrong thing). My efforts to be calm and ‘cool’ failed and my voice went wobbly – that was, anyway,
how it felt to me. My colleague actually said afterwards that I looked quite calm despite what I was
feeling (I am not sure whether she meant it or was trying to help me). When I think back to that moment,
if I had thought that I still looked calm (despite what I felt), I could have regained the situation. As it was,
it went from bad to worse and I know that my state became obvious because Mrs Shaw, my boss, began
to answer the questions that people were asking for me. I am thinking about the awful presentation again
– it was this time last week. I am reading what I wrote earlier about it. Now I return to it, I do have a
slightly different perspective. I think that it was not as bad as it felt at the time. Several of my colleagues
told me afterwards that Mrs Shaw always steps in to answer questions like that and they commented that I
handled her intrusion well. That is interesting. I need to do some thinking about how to act next time to
prevent this interruption from happening or to deal with the situation when she starts*. I might look in the
library for that book on assertiveness. I have talked to Mrs Shaw now too. I notice that my confidence in
her is not all that great while I am still feeling a bit cross. However, I am feeling more positive generally
and I can begin to analyze what I could do better in the presentation. It is interesting to see the change in
my attitude after a week. I need to think from the beginning about the process of giving a good
presentation. I am not sure how helpful was my reliance on my acting skills*. Acting helped my voice to
be stronger and better paced, but I was not just trying to put over someone else’s lines but my own and I
needed to be able to discuss matters in greater depth rather than just give the line*. I probably will use
Power Point again. I have had a look in the manual and it suggests that you treat it as a tool – not let it
dominate and not use it as a means of presenting myself. That is what I think I was doing. I need not only
to know how to use it, but I need to feel sufficiently confident in its use so I can retrieve the situation
when things go wrong. That means understanding more than just the sequence of actions*. As I am
writing this, I am noticing how useful it is to go back over things I have written about before. I seem to be
able to see the situation differently. The first time I wrote this, I felt that the presentation was dreadful and
that I could not have done it differently. Then later I realized that there were things I did not know at the
time (eg about Mrs Shaw and her habit of interrupting). I also recognize some of the areas in which I went
wrong. At the time I could not see that. It was as if my low self-esteem got in the way. Knowing where I
went wrong, and admitting the errors to myself gives me a chance to improve next time – and perhaps to
help Mrs Shaw to improve in her behavior towards us!
*I have asterisked the points that I need to address in order to improve.
Features of the accounts that are indicative of different levels of reflection
A) This account is descriptive and it contains little reflection.
1. The account describes what happened, sometimes mentioning past experiences, sometimes anticipating
the future – but all in the context of an account of the event.
2. There are some references to Marianne’s emotional reactions, but she has not explored how the
reactions relate to her behavior.
3. Ideas are taken on without questioning them or considering them in depth.
4. The account is written only from Marianne’s point of view.
5. External information is mentioned but its impact on behavior is not subject to consideration.
6. Generally one point is made at a time and ideas are not linked.
B) An account showing evidence of some reflection.
1. There is description of the event, but where there are external ideas or information, the material is
subjected to consideration and deliberation.
2. The account shows some analysis.
3. There is recognition of the worth of exploring motives for behavior
4. There is willingness to be critical of action.
5. Relevant and helpful detail is explored where it has value.
6. There is recognition of the overall effect of the event on self – in other words, there is some ‘standing
back’ from the event.
7. The account is written at one point in time. It does not, therefore, demonstrate the recognition that
views can change with time and more reflection. In other words, the account does not indicate a
recognition that frames of reference affect the manner in which we reflect at a given time

C)This account shows quite deep reflection, and it does incorporate a recognition that the frame of
reference with which an event is viewed can change
1. Self-questioning is evident (an ‘internal dialogue’ is set up at times) deliberating between different
views of her own behavior (different views of her own and others).
2. Marianne takes into account the views and motives of others and considers these against her own.
3. She recognizes how prior experience, thoughts (own and other’s) interact with the production of her
own behavior.
4. There is clear evidence of standing back from an event.
5. She helps herself to learn from the experience by splitting off the reflective processes from the points
she wants to learn (by asterisk system).
6. There is recognition that the personal frame of reference can change according to the emotional state in
which it is written, the acquisition of new information, the review of ideas and the effect of time passing.
Exercise in Reflective Writing - 2
Read the 4 different accounts of the same story below. Consider how are they written.
The Park (1)
I went to the park today. The sun shone and clouds floated across the sky in a gentle breeze. It was really
quite hot – so much nicer than the day before when it rained. When I got there, I went over to the
children’s playing field. There were several children there and one, in particular, I noticed, was in too
many clothes for the hot day. The children were running about and this child became red in the face and
began to slow down and then he sat. He must have been about 10. Some of the others called him up again
and he got to his feet. He stumbled into the game for a few moments, tripping once or twice. It appeared
that he had just not got the energy to lift his feet. Eventually he stumbled down and did not get up but he
was still moving and he shuffled into a half sitting and half lying position watching the other children and
I think he was calling out to them. I don’t know. Anyway, I walked on after a few minutes. I had to get to
the shop to buy some fresh chilli peppers for the chilli-con-carne that my children had asked for tonight’s
party. The twins had invited many friends round for an end-of-term do to celebrate the beginning of the
summer holidays. They might think that they have cause to celebrate but it makes a lot more work for me
when they are home. James, my partner, often says that we should celebrate when they go back to school
but I would not like to tell them that. It was the next day when the paper came through the door – in it
there was a report of a child who had been taken seriously ill in the park the previous day. He was
fighting for his life in hospital and they said that the seriousness of the situation was due to the delay
before he was brought to hospital. The report commented on the fact that he had been lying unattended
for half an hour before one of the other children decided to do something about him. It said that that
several passers-by might have seen him looking ill and the report went on to consider why passers-by do
not take action when they see that something is wrong. The article was headed ‘Why do they ‘Walk on
by’
The Park (2)
The event took place in the park. There was a child playing with others. He looked hot and unfit. I
watched the children for a while and walked on. Next day it was reported in the paper that the child had
been taken to hospital seriously ill – very seriously ill. The report said that there were several passers-by
in the park who had seen the child looking ill and who had done nothing. Reading the report, I felt very
guilty and I have found it difficult to shift the feelings. I did not stop because I was on my way to the
shops to buy food for a meal that I had to cook. Though I saw that the child was ill, I chose not to act. If I
had realized that he was so ill, I would have acted differently. I guess I did really know, but I did not want
to do anything about it. I know that. I should have gone over and asked him what was wrong – and even
got one of the other children to call for help. I am not sure if the help would have been ambulance or
doctor at that stage – but it does not matter now. If he had been given help then, he would not be fighting
for his life. I guess this situation has really shocked me. It reminds me of when my uncle died – but then
again I don’t really think that that is relevant. He was going to die anyway. My bad feelings about that
situation were due to sheer sadness at his death and some irrational regrets that I did not visit him on the
day before. This event has really shaken me to my roots – more than I would have expected. It is making
me think about actions in all sorts of areas of my life. Maybe it is the culmination of many events that

have been happening recently and I need to consider what is going on in my life in a big way. I need to
think about how to sort out all the different things that this has made me think about in my life
The Park (3)
I went to the park today. The light reminded me of a time that I was walking on St David’s Head in Wales
– when there was a hard and bright light and anything I looked at was in silhouette. Unlike on that
occasion, this time, things were generally very satisfactory in my life I thought. In fact, I was going to the
supermarket to get some chilli peppers to make the chile-con-carne that I had promised the children. They
were having one of their end of term celebrations with friends. I always thought that they were unfair on
me when they did this. I find that their holiday time makes a lot more work. If I were to celebrate
anything about their school terms, it would be the end of the holidays when they are about to go back to
school. No – I joke (or do I? – I am not sure that I really joke. How I could do with a little less pressure
on my life just at the moment). Anyway, I was walking across the park and came to a group of children. I
don’t know why I stopped to look at them. I don’t usually look at other people’s children – I just did.
Anyway, there were a number of kids there. I noticed, in particular, one child who seemed to be very
overdressed for the weather. His face was red. He was a boy of around 10 – not unlike Charlie. He was
running around with the others but was beginning to look distressed. I felt uneasy about him but I did not
do anything. What could I have done? Anyway, I remember thinking, I had little time and the
supermarket would get crowded. I suppose that in retrospect I wish I had acted – but I still do not know
quite how, at that point. Anyway, he sat down, looking absolutely exhausted and as if he had no energy to
do anything. A few moments later, the other children called him up to run about again. I felt more uneasy
and watched as he got up and tried to run, then fell, ran again and fell and half sat and half lay. Still I did
nothing more than look – what was going on with me? Eventually I went on – it was to get to the shops,
and to get the meal and all the other things I had to do, I told myself. It was the next day when the paper
came through the door that I had a real shock. It made me feel as guilty as that awful trauma all those
years ago. I do not usually do wrong, in fact I think of myself as a good person. In the paper, there was a
report of a child who had been taken seriously ill in the park the previous day. He was fighting for his life
in the hospital and the situation was much more serious because there had been such a delay in getting
him to hospital. The report commented on the fact that he had been lying unattended to for half an hour
before one of the other children decided to do something about him. One of my many reactions was to ask
why the other children had not been more responsible. However, it went on to say that several passers-by
might have seen him playing and looking ill and the report considered why passers-by do not take action
when they see that something is wrong. The article was headed ‘Why do they ‘Walk on by’? The event
affected me for some days afterwards but I did not know where to go or whom to tell. I did want to own
up. I assumed that the bad feelings would eventually fade and they did – thank goodness. Next time I will
not walk on by – I hope!
The Park (4)
I went past the park on the way to the shops. There were children playing there. I thought I knew some of
them. They are a gang of kids who are perpetual bullies to other children who are younger or weaker than
themselves. They have caused problems to my children quite recently. I stopped and watched them and I
thought that they seemed to become a bit nervous – they must have realised who I was. I suppose there
was a bit of intimidation intended on my part. I guess they were worried about what I might do. They
were running about. The sun was hot. One boy - probably a bit older than Charlie’s age - seemed more
bothered and nervous than the others – rightly too – he was the main trouble-maker from what I recalled.
He seemed to fall over – faking it in front of me I guessed. The others left him there anyway. That made
me think even more that his was acting - I think he wanted me to feel sorry for him. I did not. Eventually
the others called to him and he got up slowly – still faking it – then he fell again and I got fed up with his
acting and went on to do my shopping. I felt cross. Thank goodness he was not coming to the party that
my children were planning – though I am surprised that he had not managed to play-act his way into their
sympathy given his current performance of manipulation. Well yes – there was a bit more to the story.
The next day’s paper said that a child had been taken ill in the park the previous day – and that he had
been lying there for some time and he was very ill. It did also mention that there had been passers-by who
had seen him there and had not done anything about it. Even the headline referred to that – ‘Why do they
‘Walk on by’?’ – what a silly headline! Well what could I have done? I thought things were different – he
couldn’t still be faking it at the hospital could he – or maybe the paper is short of news today and is

exaggerating. Maybe he fell asleep on the ground and got cold and the other children eventually panicked
– and maybe he decided to go on with his play-acting at the hospital. Knowing the family he comes from,
I wouldn’t be surprised.
That is how I thought about it on the day afterwards anyway. I wrote it all down in my journal - but I was
a bit plagued by it. It kept coming back in my mind and gradually – over the next few days - I begun to
think of him differently. Maybe he was ill when I saw him. Maybe I was caught up in the anger that the
bullying activities of those kids had caused among some of us other parents and I could only see the boy
in that light. Thinking of it in that way makes me realise that I should perhaps have acted differently.
Bully though he might have been, I think now that he was ill – and maybe he was even coming near me in
the hope that I might take pity on him. But of course, I do not know the truth of the situation. I am sure
that I would have acted differently if I had seen the situation as I did later. My reactions the next day
would have been different and I would not be plagued as I am now by the feelings of irresponsibility. I
guess I just hope that other parents don’t misconstrue my children’s actions in the way I misunderstood
his – if I did. This has all made me thing about how we view things. The way I saw this event at the time
was quite different to the way I see it now. It is a year later. The story ran in the paper for some time
because the boy was very ill indeed and he nearly died and the paper kept going back to the theme of
people who do not take action and just stand and stare when there is an incident. Thinking back to the
time, the bullying was on my mind – mainly because we had been talking about it at breakfast. It had
actually happened a while before – but the conversation had brought all the anger and upset to my mind –
and then seeing them there – well I thought they were the same children – it is even possible that they
were not. It was just so much on my mind at the time. So I can see how I looked at that event and
interpreted it in a manner that was consistent with my emotional frame of mind at the time. Seeing the
same events without that breakfast conversation might have led me to see the whole thing in an entirely
different manner and I might have acted differently. The significance of this whole event is chilling when
I realize that my lack of action nearly resulted in his death. But how could I have seen it differently when
I was caught up in that set of emotions? What mechanism could I have used in order to see if there were
any other ways of construing it? How can I know that my perceptions in respect of some event are not
distorted in such a way that I act in an inappropriate manner?
The Park: comments on the quality of reflection
The Park (1)
• This piece tells the story. Sometimes it mentions past experiences, sometimes anticipates the future but
all in the context of the account of the story.
• There might be references to emotional state, but the role of the emotions on action is not explored.
• Ideas of others are mentioned but not elaborated or used to investigate the meaning of the events.
• The account is written only from one point of view – that of Annie.
• Generally, ideas are presented in a sequence and are only linked by the story. They are not all relevant
or focused
• In fact – you could hardly deem this to be reflective at all. It is very descriptive. It could be a reasonably
written account of an event that could serve as a basis on which reflection might start, though it hardly
signals any material for reflection – other than the last few words.
The Park (2)
• In this account, there is a description of the same events. There is very little addition of ideas from
outside the event – reference to attitudes of others, comments.
• The account is more than a story though. It is focused on the event as if there is a big question to be
asked and answered.
• In the questioning there is recognition of the worth of exploring the motives for behavior – but it does
not go very far. In other words, asking the questions makes it more than a descriptive account, but the
lack of attempt to respond to the questions
means that there is little actual analysis of the events.
• Annie is critical of her actions and in her questions, signals this. The questioning of action does mean
that Annie is standing back from the event to a small extent. There is a sense that she recognizes that this
is a significant incident, with learning to be gained – but the reflection does not go sufficiently deep to
enable the learning to begin to occur.

The Park (3)
• The description is succinct – just sufficient to raise the issues. Extraneous information is not added. It is
not a story. The focus is on the attempt to reflect on the event and to learn from it. There is more of a
sense of Annie standing back from the event in order to reflect better on her actions and in order to be
more effectively critical.
• There is more analysis of the situation and an evident understanding that it was not a simple situation –
that there might be alternative explanations or actions that could be justified equally effectively.
• The description could be said to be slightly narrow (see The Park (4)) as Annie is not acknowledging
that there might be other ways of perceiving the situation – other points of view. She does not seem to be
recognizing that her reflection is affected by her frame of reference at the time or now. It is possible, for
example, that her experience with Charlie (last paragraph) – or her question about knowing the boy have
influenced the manner in which she reacted. It might not just be a matter of linking up other events, but of
going beyond and checking out the possibility that her frame of reference might have been affected by the
prior experiences.
The Park (4)
• The account is succinct and to the point. There is some deep reflection here that is self-critical and
questions the basis of the beliefs and values on which the behavior was based.
• There is evidence of standing back from the event, of Annie treating herself as an object acting within
the context.
• There is also an internal dialogue – a conversation with herself in which she proposes and further
reflects on alternative explanations.
• She shows evidence of looking at the views of others (Tom) and of considering the alternative point of
view, and learning from it.
• She recognizes the significance of the effect of passage of time on her reflection –eg that her personal
frame of reference at the time may have influenced her actions and that a different frame of reference
might have lead to different results.
• She notices that the proximity of other, possibly unrelated events (the dinner-time conversation) have an
effect either possibly on her actual behavior and her subsequent reflection – or possibly on her reflective
processes only. She notices that she can be said to be reconstructing the event in retrospect – creating a
story around it that may not be ‘true’.
• She recognizes that there may be no conclusion to this situation – but that there are still things to be
learnt from it.
• She has also been able to reflect on her own process of reflecting (acted meta-cognitively), recognizing
that her process influenced the outcome.

